AQ 1K, 2K, 3K List Price

MT 3106 -

A B C D E F G H I J

1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0

Pumps

“A” Pump 1
0 = No Pump
1 = 35cc Dispenser Pump
2 = 70cc Dispenser Pump
3 = 1.5cc Gear Pump
4 = 3.0cc Gear Pump

“B” Pump 2
0 = No Pump
1 = 35cc Dispenser Pump
2 = 70cc Dispenser Pump
3 = 1.5cc Gear Pump
4 = 3.0cc Gear Pump

“C” Pump 3
0 = No Pump
1 = 35cc Dispenser Pump
2 = 70cc Dispenser Pump
3 = 1.5cc Gear Pump
4 = 3.0cc Gear Pump

“D” Pump Style
0 = Standard
1 = HD Flushable Style
2 = HD V-twin Style Solvent
3 = HD V-twin Style S&A

“E” Type
0 = Automatic (Ethernet)
1 = Automatic (Discrete)
2 = Manual
3 = Pump add-on

Options

“F” Option 1: Stand
0 = None
1 = Stand only
2 = Cart/Stand with wheels
3 = Plate Mount
4 = Hand Truck-Dolly

“G” Option 2: Flowmeter
0 = None
1 = Yes

“H” Option 3: Transducer
0 = Non Flushable
1 = Flushable

“J” Option 4: Cabinet Size
0 = Large
1 = Small

“J” Option 5: Purgable Unit
0 = No
1 = Yes

Description Example:
MT 3106-1000-200-000